
S U M M I T  

I N D I A
O N L I N E

Agenda as on 29 June

OPENING KEYNOTE
9:45 - 11:30
[GMT +5:30]

PARTNER L IVE  DEMOS13:15 - 13:50
[GMT +5:30]

PARTNER L IVE  DEMOS13:15 - 13:50
[GMT +5:30]

TRACK

11:30 - 12:05
[GMT +5:30]

 Maximizing your 
addressable market
with AI/ML on AWS

[Level 200]

An introduction to 
analytics on AWS

[Level 100]

Enterprise migration to AWS
[Level 100]

Modernize your applications 
by leveraging AWS containers 

and serverless services
[Level 200]

Application modernization with
AWS purpose-built databases

[Level 100]

Choosing the right modern
deployment strategy

[Level 300]

How are we evolving security
[Level 200]

12:05 - 12:40
[GMT +5:30] 

Unleash price-performance advan-
tage for AI on Intel

[Intel]

Powering real-time decisions 
with the Snowflake Data Cloud

[Snowflake]

5 ways to speed up Dev 
and Deployments with 

OpenShift on AWS
[Red Hat]

Influencing DevOps without 
Authority: How "DevOps engineer" 

can advance real DevOps
[Jfrog]

Mistakes were made, 
lessons were learnt

[Trend Micro]

12:40 - 13:15
[GMT +5:30] 

Enhancing visibility into your 
organization’s knowledge base to 

increase employee productivity
[Level 200]

What's new with
Amazon Redshift?

[Level 200]

Build a business case for
cloud-based transformation

[Level 200]

Running your applications on
kubernetes across boundaries

using Amazon EKS
[Level 400]

Edge over relational: An 
introduction to graph databases 

and Amazon Neptune
[Level 100]

Building a GitOps pipeline
with Amazon EKS

[Level 200]

Regulation, compliance 
& audit

[Level 200]

13:50 - 14:25
[GMT +5:30] 

Build your cloud migration 
roadmap on AWS

[Level 200]

Run big data analytics faster at 
lower cost with Amazon EMR 

[Level 200]

Transform your contact center from 
a cost center into a profit center

[Level 200]

Serverless architectural patterns 
and best practices in modern 

application development
[Level 200]

Introduction to Amazon
NoSQL managed databases

[Level 100]

Learn about AWS Proton:
Automated management for 

container and serverless deployments
[Level 200]

Ten easy and effective ways to 
secure your AWS environment

[Level 200]

14:25 - 15:00
[GMT +5:30] 

15:00 - 15:35
[GMT +5:30]

15:35 - 16:10
[GMT +5:30]

Running Microsoft 
workloads on AWS

[Level 200]

Amplifying analytics for SAP
[Level 200]

Proactively detect anamolies in 
operational and business data to 

reduce investigation time
[Level 200]

Security best practices for modern 
applications running on containers

[Level 200]

A look at Aurora Features
[Level 300]

Automate anything with
AWS Systems Manager

[Level 200]

Web Application Firewall 
& managed DDoS

[Level 200]

Getting started with 
migrating to AWS

[Level 300]

BigBasket: From clicks
to insights

[Level 200]

Dramatically reduce time and cost of 
analyzing rich media assets

[Level 200]

Choose the right messaging service 
using proven integration patterns 

for modern applications
[Level 300]

 Beyond AWS Database Migration 
Service: Programs and partners 

to ace your migration 
[Level 100]

AWS Fault Injection Simulator: Fully 
managed chaos engineering service

[Level 200]

Next generation SOC
[Level 200]

Setting up for success on the cloud 
(people, processes, and tools)

[Level 200]

MakeMyTrip: Leveraging 
Amazon Athena Federated 
Query to break data silos

[Level 300]

Intelligent document processing: Enhance 
speed and efficiency by tapping into ML

[Level 200]

Using service meshes in your 
application modernization journey 

[Level 200]

Design for success with Amazon 
ElastiCache best practices 

[Level 200]

Monitoring deployment pipelines 
and application health using AWS 

Observability services 
[Level 300]

Security automation
[Level 200]

TECHNICAL  OPENING KEYNOTE
10:00 - 11:30
[GMT +5:30] 

TRACK

11:30 - 12:05
[GMT +5:30]

Solving business
problems with AI/ML

[Level 200]

Harnessing the power of 
data

[Level 100]

Modernising and 
innovating on AWS

[Level 200]

Financial Services – Navigating 
change while facing forward

[Level 200]

Connect today, transform 
tomorrow with AWS IoT

[Level 100]

Introducing AWS DevAx: Working 
together to build tomorrow

[Level 100]

Scaling businesses on the 
backbone of Digital India

[Level 200]

Reimagine the digital 
workplace using AWS

[Level 100]

Benchmark your cloud 
maturity: A best practices 

framework
[VMWare]

End-to-end Observability 
with OpenTelemetry

[Splunk]
Explore Partner Solutions

Explore Partner Solutions Explore Partner Solutions

Fly high in 2021 - Simplify 
Hybrid Cloud adoption

[Cloud4c] 

Adding customer identity and 
access management from Auth0 
to your AWS hosted application

[Auth0]

New normal or not normal? 
Observability that will change 

the way you work
[Dynatrace]

Economics of the cloud Data 
Protection

[DELL]

Bring the power of IBM 
Watson to AWS with IBM 

Cloud Pak for Data
[IBM]

Amazon SageMaker deep dive: First 
fully integrated development 

environment for machine learning
[Level 300]

Delhivery: Data mesh 
implementation ingesting 

terabytes of data
[Level 300]

Building hybrid 
cloud on AWS
[Level 200]

Reimagining the customer 
experience leveraging better 

insights with AI/ML
[Level 300]

Connected Operations/Smart 
Factory: Enabling operational 

excellence with AWS IoT
[Level 200]

Accelerate modern serverless 
application development 

with AWS Amplify
[Level 200]

Enabling efficient and 
responsive healthcare for all

[Level 100]

Move your desktops and 
applications to AWS with 

end-user computing
[Level 200]

Building an automated digital 
KYC with AWS AI/ML services

[Level 300]

BI at hyperscale: Build and 
scale dashboards with 

Amazon QuickSight
[Level 300]

Transforming your 
business, with SAP on AWS

[Level 200]

It's time for modernizing your 
core systems: Are you ready?

[Level 300]

Deliver innovative customer 
experiences and explore new revenue 

streams with connected things
[Level 200]

Coordinating distributed services 
using AWS Step function

[Level 300]

Accelerating uninterrupted 
education at the last mile

[Level 200]

Building an immersive
Chat experience with 

Amazon Connect Chat
[Level 300]

12:05 - 12:40
[GMT +5:30] 

12:40 - 13:15
[GMT +5:30] 

Deep learning inference 
on AWS: Choosing the 
right type of hardware

[Level 300]

Amazon managed 
streaming for Kafka

[Level 300]

Degrees of modernization
[Level 300]

Fortifying your enterprise and 
ensuring regulatory compliance: 

Welcome to the AWS cloud
[Level 200]

Build low-latency applications 
with AWS IoT Edge services

[Level 200]

Monolith to microservices with 
containers: Developer’s log

[Level 200]

Transforming Indian
agriculture to become smarter, 

inclusive and more resilient
[Level 200]

Transform your digital
user engagement with 

Amazon Pinpoint
[Level 300]

Machine learning for 
intelligent services

in edge devices
[Level 300]

Leveraging spot instances to 
optimize cost for large scale 

Amazon EMR clusters
[Level 200]

Modernize your
data warehouse

[Level 300]

Driving enterprise 
transformation: Mechanisms 

and learnings
[Level 200]

Building a social media app 
serving content requirements 

at India’s scale
[Level 300]

Create highly interactive 
experiences with
Amazon Chime

[Level 200]

Make your ML models go 
the extra mile
[Level 300]

Re-thinking analytics 
architectures in the cloud

[Level 200]

Pulling it all together: 
Leveraging cloud to drive 
business transformation

[Level 200]

How Fintechs are changing 
the banking experience

[Level 200]

Busting Myths with AWS 
IoT: Idea to launch with 
effective prototyping in 

less than 6 weeks 
[Level 300]

Supercharge your 
development workflow 

with AWS developer tools
[Level 200]

BlackBuck: Digitizing one of the 
world’s largest freight 
economies using AWS

[Level 200]

AI driven employee
identity verification

[Level 300]

13:50 - 14:25
[GMT +5:30] 

14:25 - 15:00
[GMT +5:30] 

15:00 - 15:35
[GMT +5:30]

15:35 - 16:10
[GMT +5:30]

AWS CDK: Develop, customize 
and share reusable construct for 

AWS infrastructure
[Level 300]

Build intelligent, camera-based 
security and monitoring 

solutions for connected homes 
and enterprises 

[Level 200]

DAY  1  | T U E S DAY,  2 9  J U N E  2 0 2 1

DAY  2  | W E D N E S DAY,  3 0  J U N E  2 0 2 1
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Level 100

Sessions are focused on providing an 
overview of AWS services and features, 

with the assumption that attendees 
are new to the topic.

Introductory

Level 200

Sessions are focused on providing best 
practices, details of service features 

and demos with the assumption that 
attendees have introductory 

knowledge of the topics.

Intermediate

Level 300

Sessions dive deeper into the selected 
topic. Presenters assume that the 
audience has some familiarity with 
the topic, but may or may not have 
direct experience implementing a 

similar solution.

Advanced

Level 400

Sessions are for attendees who are 
deeply familiar with the topic, have 

implemented a solution on their own 
already, and are comfortable with 
how the technology works across 

multiple services, architectures, and 
implementations

Expert

AWS DEEPRACER
WORKSHOPS

Available on-demand, 
29 & 30 June 

Get rolling with Machine Learning
on AWS DeepRacer

[L200]

India and South Asia - Regional
Welcome Message

[L100]

Shaping a growth work culture
with agile leadership

[L200]

Foundations first: Cloud adoption
and transformation

[L200]

Reshaping how governments work:
Digital Transformation

[L200]

Using the cloud to build a smart
cities vision with AWS

[L200]

Using open data for sustainable
agriculture

[L200]

Pivoting and scaling with AWS: SRM
Institute of Science and Technology

[L100]

Reinventing medical imaging with machine learning
on AWS
[L200]

ML & analytics addressing nationwide COVID-19 impact
& recovery

[L200]

Remote learning: Education
in the Cloud

[L200]

Securing student data in the age
of virtual learning

[L200]

Shift your ML model into overdrive
with AWS DeepRacer analysis tools

[L300]

Replicate AWS DeepRacer architecture
to master the track with SageMaker

Notebooks
[L300]

PUBLIC SECTOR FOR INNOVATION
Available on-demand, 29 & 30 June 

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

GOOD GOVERNANCE GOOD GOVERNANCE

How BuddhiMed is leveraging
AI in healthcare

[L100]

AI/ML

Android DevOps: The future of
device fleet management at scale

on the Edge
[L100]

DEVOPS

Building a modern data platform 
to enable an agile data culture

[L100]

DEVOPS

AWS makes lending happen
[L100]

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Positive social impact through 
technology and financial inclusion

[L100]

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Elevating seller and customer experience 
in e-commerce and retail: AML and 

research at Fynd
[L100]

AI/ML

Trell – Fueling Growth using AI & ML
on AWS
[L100]

AI/ML
GOOD GOVERNANCE

TECH IN EDUCATION

TECH IN EDUCATION TECH IN EDUCATION

TECH IN EDUCATION TECH IN EDUCATION

Growing and scaling with AWS startup programs
[L100]

Converting challenges into opportunities leveraging AWS
[L100]

STARTUP CENTRAL
Startup Talks, Startup Stories & More
Available on-demand, 29 & 30 June 

GETTING STARTED ON AWS GETTING STARTED ON AWS

AWS Fintech startups top 10 regulatory 
security & compliance concerns

[L100]

SECURITY COMPLIANCE AND IDENTITY

Architecting for healthcare standards 
and compliance in India

[L100]

SECURITY COMPLIANCE AND IDENTITY

Measuring your AWS SAFE score to 
predict breaches

[L100]

SECURITY COMPLIANCE AND IDENTITY

BUILDERS’ ZONE Technical Demos by AWS Experts Available on-demand, 29 & 30 June 

Build an intelligent marketing kiosk using AWS 
AI/ML services

[L100]

Build an AI enabled workflow for a language agnostic
feedback management system

[L100]

Building AI enabled intelligent document processing 
using AWS ML services

[L100]

Gully bot RAP battle of bots, powered by auto-lyrics 
generation AI models using Amazon Sagemaker

[L100]

Building serverless applications on AWS: The serverless
LAMP stack

[L100]

AI/ML

Smart interview bot using deep learning
[L100]

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

Multilingual omnichannel contact center
[L100]

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

Intelligent digital twin for physical industrial equipment
[L100]

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

Support helper: Intelligent search with Amazon Kendra
[L100]

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

AI/ML AI/ML AI/ML AI/ML

Cicerone: Redefine biking using IoT and AI
[L100]

Clash of the Soccer Bots
[L100]

Build a plant disease detector and recommendation system 
using Amazon Rekognition service

[L100]

Intelligent COVID-19 safety analyser for public places
[L100]

Building an interactive live video streaming app 
using Amazon IVS

[L100]

AWS RE:INVENT 2020 AWS RE:INVENT 2020 WELLBEING WELLBEING WELLBEING

E X P E R I E N T I A L  A R E A  | 2 9  -  3 0  J U N E  2 0 2 1
9 :00  -  15 :30  (GMT +5 :30 )


